We argue that because the source-detector distance of 1.8 µs (in natural units) for the MiniBooNE is comparable to the muon lifetime of 2.2 µs, and because time dilation effects are wiped out in the beam stop, the Goldman entanglement of the neutrinos leads to hitherto unsuspected interpretational consequences. We show that a distinct possibility exists in which a LSND-like experiment sees no CP violation, whereas a MiniBooNE-like setup reproduces the LSND results for theνµ toνe oscillations while seeing only a significantly suppressed signal for the νµ to νe oscillations. We also discuss an alternate scenario. This also suggests that the LSND experiment and the MiniBooNE should not be compared without taking into account the Goldman entanglement.
Introduction -Whenever a mass eigenstate decays into a set of other mass eigenstates the relevant conservation laws may induce a quantum entanglement. For instance, in the EPR-like decay of a scalar into two spin one half particles (in the singlet state), the conservation of angular momentum forces the spin projections of the decay products to be entangled. Such an entanglement is quite robust [1] and it is destroyed, e.g., when the entangled attribute is subjected to a measurement or is otherwise destroyed. Another type of quantum entanglement may occur if one of the decay products is a superposition of different mass eigenstates. Since flavour eigenstates of neutrinos are a superposition of different mass eigenstates, the energy-momentum conservation induces a variety of quantum entanglements in the decay products accompanying such neutrinos [2] [3] [4] . The backaction induced by the propagation of the decay products through the beam stop of a neutrino oscillation experiment causes the decoherence of the mass-eigenstate superpositions. If, during the time it takes a neutrino to traverse the source-detector distance, the entangled particles decay or are annihilated, then the backaction could be considered strong with an expectation of a concrete signature in the neutrino detector. Since the source-detector distance of 1.8 µs (in natural units) for the MiniBooNE is comparable to the muon lifetime of 2.2 µs, the indicated entanglement must be incorporated in any interpretation of this experiment (note: it takes only a few nanoseconds for the muons to come to rest in the beam stop). An important contribution to the backaction under discussion may reside in the fact that the decay products of the entangled particles encounter a CP asymmetric beam stop. This opens up an annihilation channel for positrons (produced, e.g., in the decay of an entangled µ + ) and this serves as a strong candidate for the indicated decoherence of the mass-eigenstate superpositions. Consequently this circumstance may be mistakenly interpreted as an intrinsic CP violation. In contrast, for the LSND experiment the source-detector distance is only about 0.1 µs. For this reason, the entanglement, and apparent CP violation, effects become negligible for the LSND experiment.
Quantum entanglement and the role of muon lifetime -In 1996 the LSND experiment at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility reported evidence forν µ →ν e oscillations [5] . For the used setup, the observed oscillation probability was P LSND νµ→νe = (0.31 ± 0.12 ± 0.05) × 10 −2 . Two years later [6] , the LSND collaboration provided a lower statistics result for the ν µ → ν e oscillations with P LSND νµ→νe = (0.26 ± 0.10 ± 0.05) × 10 −2 . Since these results were in conflict with the part of the parameter space explored by the KARMEN experiment and compatible for the remaining parameter space (especially for ∆m 2 ≤ 2 eV 2 [7] ), the MiniBooNE collaboration was formed to resolve the issue. The first results from MiniBooNE are inconclusive onν µ →ν e oscillations, anomalous with respect to ν µ → ν e , and null at the 90% level for the ν µ andν µ disappearance [8] [9] [10] .
To initiate an examination of these perplexing experimental results, we will take it as a working hypothesis that none of the experiments suffer from a serious flaw. Instead, we will take the view that the interpretation of the experiments is missing an unsuspected piece of known physics. This view is justified in view of the readily identifiable differences between these two experiments. These differences are related to the above-noted pion lifetime and shall become apparent below.
To identify these missing physics elements and to explore their implications, consider the production of ν µ andν µ in the following CP conjugated processes
The neutrinos and antineutrinos that are thus produced are a linear superposition of different mass eigenstates. For this reason, as first argued by Goldman [2] (and later emphasised by Nauenberg on the one hand [3] and Cohen, Glashow, and Ligeti on the other hand [4] ), the conservation of the energy-momentum four vector induces a quantum entanglement between the decay products. For the π ± decay at rest, the neutrino-muon entanglement becomes manifest by re-writing ν µ + µ
The notational details are adapted from Ref. [2] . Once the Goldman suggestion is taken seriously one must in fact also incorporate the entanglement induced by the conservation of angular momentum. This forces the above states to be replaced by their proper singlet state expressions which contain not only the left-transforming neutrino with the negative helicity, but also the left-transforming neutrino with the positive helicity. The latter may mimic some of the signatures of a sterile neutrino (similar remarks hold true for antineutrinos). This is a subject that must be treated in a subsequent study. In order not to raise too many issues at once the rest of the paper takes Eq. (2) without any corrections.
As long as the decay products have an infinite lifetime and are not subjected to an interaction with the environment the Goldman analysis guarantees the standard expression for the flavour-oscillation probabilities (to the lowest order in the underlying mass-squared differences). Our point of departure shall reside in the observation that the evolution of the neutrino flavour states is intricately tied to the environment that the entangled muons encounter and whether the neutrinos reach the detector prior to the decay of the associated muons. For concreteness, we now enumerate the elements of physics that distinguish the two experiments under examination 1. Let ℓ and ℓ ′ represent the source-detector distances for the MiniBooNE and the LSND experiments. In natural units (as already noted), ℓ = 1.8 µs ≈ τ µ , whereas ℓ ′ = 0.1 µs ≈ 0.05τ µ ; where τ µ ≈ 2.20 µs is the mean lifetime of µ ± . Consequently, for the LSND experiment most of the entangled muons decay after the associated neutrinos pass through the detector. For the experiment of the MiniBooNE collaboration, the opposite holds; that is, a significant number of muons decay before the associated neutrinos arrive at the detector.
2. The propagation of the µ + as well as the µ − through the beam stop affects the entangled ν µ andν µ . When the former decays it produces a e + , while the decay of the latter gives an e − . These e ± encounter a CP asymmetric beam stop thus opening up an annihilation channel for the e + , but not for the e − . The decoherence transfer to the environment and loss of coherence for ν µ andν µ thus becomes asymmetric. The consequences of this circumstance may be mistakenly interpreted as an intrinsic CP violation.
With these observations in mind it is clear that the LSND neutrino oscillation results are, by and large, free from the effects induced by Goldman entanglement of ν µ (ν µ ) with µ + (µ − ). The LSND has been dismantled but its last results showed no signs of CP violation
On the other hand MiniBooNE is still running and new results are expected soon. Given the above observations and taking hints from the Martin-Zurek analysis [11] which studied transfer of entanglement to the environment and argued that backaction of the environment causes decoherence of energy-eigenstates superpositions, we conjecture (see below) the following phenomenological modification to the canonical neutrino oscillation probability
The above modification, to be dubbed 'hard', takes the view that the annihilation of e + -see the decay chain of π + in (1) -has the effect of destroying the entanglement of ν µ and µ + [12] . If a Martin and Zurek like argument holds, this backaction decoheres the flavour states to the underlying mass eigenstates. The exp[−ℓ/τ µ ] factor controls the number of e + that undergo annihilation in the beam dump. In Eq. (5) U * µi U µi U ei U * ei contains the probability of projecting the ith mass eigenstate in the backaction caused decoherence of ν µ multiplied by the probability that the flavour detector detects it as a ν e .
In the 'hard' version of our conjecture LSND sees no CP violation, while MiniBooNE reproduces the LSND results for theν µ toν e oscillations while seeing only a significantly suppressed signal for the ν µ to ν e oscillations. The oscillatory term now has roughly 44% of the expected amplitude while the signal develops a roughly 56% constant addition to the e-like flux. The actual number of events depends on the energy-dependent neutrino cross section and the detector efficiency. Should MiniBooNE provide an indication for such a scenario then the existing neutrino oscillation data and its analysis would require a significant new effort to settle the mass-squared differences and the mixing matrix [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . We have confirmed this suspicion by analysing such a hypothetical MiniBooNE scenario in conjunction with data from SN1987a [23] . The reason for making this choice of the data is simple. Each set of data comes with its set own quantum entanglements. These are far from simple to model. For instance, the entanglement and its evolution for the atmospheric neutrinos differs from bin to bin. The bin containing the data for the zenith angle at zero suffers from no backaction decoherence whereas the opposite is true for the bin with the zenith angle at around π (there are also energy-dependent effects arising from the time dilation of the muon lifetime). For reactor neutrinos, one must account for the entangled neutron inside the heavy nuclei. The dominant source ofν e production are the following nuclear reactions and decays 
Nuclear densities inside uranium and neptunium are similar to those of neutron stars. If the time scale of the backaction induced decoherence becomes comparable to the transit time of neutrinos from the reactor to the detector then the standard expectations would need a significant revision. To compound these new elements of largely unexplored physics one must also merge MSW matter effects. For these reasons we have chosen to narrow our focus to the cases which seemed easiest to analyse.
Analysis of LSND, MiniBooNE
, and SN1987a -For the SN1987a data, we used the events for Kamiokande II and IMB as summarised in Ref. [23] . Taking into account the distance of the SN1987a, we concluded that each of the flavour eigenstates spreads out spatially. So, the flavour detectors project a mass eigenstate to a flavour eigenstate. Thus the energy of an event tags whether the event arises from the mass eigenstate associated with an e-like neutrino, or from one of the other flavours. Type II Supernova models typically suggest that ν e andν e energies 15 MeV, while the other two flavours have energies above this value. We exploited this fact to bin the events -all of which are e-like -into two bins: one collecting the events that are likely to have been projected from the e-like flavour (and carry an energy of 15 MeV) and the other where the events are likely to have arisen from the µ-and τ -like neutrinos (and carry an energy of 15 MeV). We term the former as the "e-bin," and the latter as "µτ -bin." The theoretically expected events in each bin are summarised in table I.
Neutrino Flavour e-bin µτ -bin Data exists
× g (see definitions after Eq. (7)), where g is a geometrical factor and f represents the flavour. The number of events is then calculated by appropriately taking into account the variation of neutrino cross sections with energy and including the detector efficiencies. In our calculation we used the detector efficiency of unity and the ratio of cross sections for the e-bin events was approximated as (11/31) times that of the µτ -bin. The geometrical factor g differs from detector to detector. Here we treat the data from IMB and Kamiokande II as a single combined data set with the same g. Further details appear in the text.
The average energy for events in the e-bin was determined to be 9 MeV (as carried by the positron in the detector). This roughly translates to 11 MeV for the average neutrino energy [24, p. 420] . Similarly, the average neutrino energy associated with the events in the µτ bin was obtained to be 31 MeV. We then assumed that for SN1987a the energy flux was equally divided between the three flavours. This gave us
where n SN µτ is the combined number of µ and τ type neutrinos at the source, and n
SN e
represents the e-like counterpart. On using table I, these observations yield the theoretical expression for the ratio of the number of events in the µτ -bin to the number of events in the e-bin γ th ≈ 31 9 − 7 cos(2θ 13 ) − 2 cos(4θ 12 ) cos 2 (θ 13 ) cos 2 (θ 13 ) 22 4 sin 4 (θ 13 ) + (3 + cos(4θ 12 )) cos 4 (θ 13 )
In obtaining the above expression we assumed that the neutrino cross section in the detector was proportional to E 2 ν ; therefore, the events in the e-bin the neutrino flux was multiplied by (11) 2 , while for the µτ -bin the multiplicative factor was (31)
2 . Equating γ th to its observed value, γ, determines θ 13 in terms of θ 12
Binning the data in the indicated manner, we found that the e-bin as well as the µτ -bin contains 12 events each; giving γ = 1. This simplifies the above expression to
Having thus obtained a parametric constraint on θ 12 and θ 13 we proceeded to find a common parameter space for the MiniBooNE and the LSND experiment. We assumed that the mass-squared difference associated with these experiments was ≫ the sole mass-squared difference that is left in a 3 × 3 analysis with no intrinsic CP violation. That is, in the absence of a sterile neutrino, we expect that when a full analysis of the neutrino oscillation data is done, along the lines we have outlined, both the solar and atmospheric data will require only one mass-squared difference.
With ℓ set to 541 m, we used Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) in conjunction with the neutrino beam spectrum provided by the MiniBooNE collaboration [25] . For the LSND experiment, we used the analytical results for the relevant oscillation probabilities as given in Ref. [26] . These expressions were designed to include the full spectral information of the neutrino beam and incorporated the detector energy cutoff of 52.8 MeV on the upper end, and 20 MeV on the lower end.
Results -In our analysis the MiniBooNE/LSND relevant mass-squared difference turns out to 0.05 eV 2 . At the lower limit of this mass squared difference the limits on θ 12 and θ 23 are quite severe: θ 12 ≈ 0.6 radians (which translates to θ 13 ≈ 0 through Eq. (10), and θ 23 ≈ 0. As one moves to a higher mass-squared difference a much larger, and perhaps more realistic, parameter space opens up.
For the extreme lower-limit case just mentioned one obtains a LSND-like -but suppressed -signal for MiniBooNE in the ν µ → ν e mode, while a significant number of ν e events are spread over the whole energy range. These events are determined by the product of the ν e cross section in the detector (with an appropriate compensation for efficiency), the second term on the right-hand side of the Eq. (5), and the ν µ flux at the source. For the extreme case under consideration this integrated number may be interpreted as a ν µ disappearance at the 20% level. These details cannot, and should not, be interpreted as quantitative predictions, because the use of the SN1987a data requires a proper Bayesian analysis. They only define a strategy and provide qualitative insights. In the extreme lower-limit case outlined here the mixing matrix reduces to a (2 × 2) ⊕ (1 × 1) form and the SN1987a constraint is seen to restrict the allowed (sin 2 (θ), ∆m 2 ) to the lower right-hand corner of the standard favoured region for LSND [27] .
In this scenario, the MiniBooNE confirms aν µ →ν e LSND-like signal and sees a suppressed ν µ → ν e signal, with a significant number of ν e events spread over the whole energy range.
An alternate scenario -As an alternate scenario we consider the possibility that µ ± decay dominates the decoherence process. In that event, the expectations for the MiniBooNE are revised to read (without an intrinsic CP violation)
The oscillatory signal is suppressed while the constant contribution arising from the decoherence may be interpreted as a ν e orν e background.
Concluding remarks -The last decades have given increasingly stronger hints that neutrinos are not mass eigenstates. Each flavour is a different linear superposition of at least three different mass eigenstates. Goldman was the first to point out that this circumstance induces a source-dependent quantum entanglement. In the π ± decay the ν µ andν µ are entangled with µ + and µ − respectively. But if their source is µ ± decay the entanglement is more intricate. For the reactorν e , e.g., the entanglement is with the parent neutron bound inside a nucleus. Clearly even for a given flavour of neutrino there is no unique entanglement. It depends on the source. The entanglement proposed by Goldman is not a matter of choice. It is a consequence of the conservation of the energy-momentum four vector and hence it must be incorporated in neutrino oscillation phenomenology. If one ignores the interaction of the entangled partners of neutrinos, and their specific properties, such as lifetimes, the new phenomenology returns the old to the lowest order in mass-squared differences. The point of departure for the present communication has been to explore the consequences if one refrains from ignoring such details. Choosing to work within the setting of the LSND experiment and the MiniBooNE, we brought forward the possibility that the two experiments may yield dramatically different results. Without invoking the source-dependence of the entanglement for neutrinos, and without considering the fate of the entangled partners as they evolve, much of the rich physics may be missed, and in fact, mis-interpreted.
We have shown that a distinct possibility exists in which a LSND-like experiment sees no CP violation, whereas a MiniBooNE-like setup reproduces the LSND results for theν µ toν e oscillations while seeing only a significantly suppressed signal for the ν µ to ν e oscillations. Should such a possibility be realised experimentally, a new set of dedicated experiments would seem advised. At the same time it would become imperative that one looks at the existing experiments for their new potentialities.
